
Low Li Xing
Software Engineer

PHONE +601116268843

LINKS My Website, My Youtube Channel, My 
LinkedIn

EMAIL lixinglow01@gmail.com

01  PROFILE I started my career as a software engineer at the age of 18, the more and more I'm into my job 

as a software engineer with responsibility for not just coding, but also manage, maintain, and 

planning software with different kind of technologies, platform, and team.

02  EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Jun 2018 — Jan 2019

Kuala Lumpur

Software Engineer at EFOX SDN. BHD.

Efox is a currency exchange system focus company, we have the license for retail, wholesale, 

and also remittance. The technologies that we used are different on different projects. I was 

mainly focus on the retail related projects, I started to maintain our retail system that runs by 

6 branches after I done building our internal own brand CMS portal for the admin used, then in 

the same time I maintain the retail system I was assign to another project to create a platform 

to allow people book the currencies online.

Mar 2019 — Nov 2019

Kuala Lumpur

Software Engineer at NEXPLATFORM SDN. BHD.

Nexplatform is a property technology company, and it's still growing. I joined them on 2019, 

and I was assign to their custom project team, which help them to grow their network for 

developing projects across their main product. the project first project that I was assign to is 

a B2B ecommerce website for the EIG. While the project is going on I was assign to another 

project to develop a designer used mobile app for the Padini.

Nov 2019 — May 2021

Kuala Lumpur

Software Engineer at TALENTCLOUD.AI SDN BHD.

Talentcloud is a cloud based HCM system focus company, we provide a very large HR solutions 

to our customer with different kind of modules in the HR system from recuitment to the 

employee termination. I joined Talentcloud as a front end developer at first, at that time I 

was working on different kind of modules on their FE UI UX designs, then I was transit to 

full stack developer on their new module for the performance, and I'm now focusing on the 

performance module with my manager, our performance module supports different kind of 

methodolody that are using in the market example like OKR, KPI, and 4DX.

http://all-about-lixing.firebaseapp.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCksdwSwHG04cqAe0c9BeXAg
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lixing-low-84563917a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lixing-low-84563917a/


Jun 2021 — Present

Petaling Jaya

Senior Consultant, Solution Development at Fusionex

I work within the DFTZ department, where our main emphasis is on crafting customs solutions. 

In my capacity, I am responsible for crafting the underlying architecture of diverse modules 

like journey, cargo, license, warehouse, and others. My responsibilities span both the practical 

and non-practical aspects of these modules, all while maintaining project excellence through 

well-established regulations and benchmarks.

In addition, I am deeply engaged in research and development endeavors aimed at generating 

tools that elevate the experience for developers and optimize the interview process for 

prospective candidates. My commitment lies in fostering the growth of my team and 

bolstering our capabilities.

Furthermore, I am the one who formulates the task list for each sprint, ensuring that the 

back-end team stays aligned with the correct trajectory.

03  SKILLS Bootstrap

jQuery

React

MySQL

PHP

Git

HTML & CSS

SQL

Python

JavaScript

Java

Vue.js

Svelte.js

Node.js

ASP.NET

ASP.NET Core

C#

Tensorflow.js

Typescript

React Native

Time Management

Complex Problem 
Solving

Socket.io

MongoDb

Camunda

Kubenative

04  HOBBIES I have too much hobbies, can't really tell them all in here but beside trying out and discover new 

technologies, I also love readings, and I highly recommend the book "The road less traveled" 

to people, and also I play instruments. It's very common that you see me hugging my guitar 

in front of my desk when I'm coding, but the only instrument that I've learned was acoustic 

drum, but I'm a tone deaf still trying to fix it.

05  LANGUAGES Chinese English


